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#24in24AI Thank You for your brilliance. Image Credit: Susanna Raj

Happy IoTDay 2022, #24in24AI Learn from 24
brilliant women in 24 hours

Its April 9th somewhere in the world already and it is time for our annual IoTDay
Marathon that I organize with Roxy Stimpson. This year we are lucky to get support
from our AI Researcher Yashaswani Viswanath, Susanna Raj and our intern Pariyal
Sarin.
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AI is being built by datascientists.

AI products are build by Product Manager.

AI Business is driven by Business Leaders who understand the data that trains the AI.

AI Ethics is permeating every part of the AI development cycle with questions about
Trust and Fairness. Risk and Compliance managers are asking about Explainability.

Technology Futurists like me are dreaming up new applications for AI.

Why do we need everyone?

Artificial Intelligence is reflecting our society and bringing our good and bad with it
to the future. People who are affected by bias are not waiting in the sidelines for
someone else to fix the problems in AI.

AI research is going past academics to bringing everyone involved to publish
research and drive discussions for change.

It is an opportunity to build on each other's work, across the
globe, across our various silos to get AI to work for us, for each

of us, for all of us and to help those new to career pivot to
exciting opportunities in AI

We are live with #IoTDay Woman 2020 with #24in24

Learn from 24 experts teaching us AI with research readouts,
AI topics like BERT and NLP, panels on business applications

and careerpivot to UXR and being a research fellow.
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24 hours you say, do you sleep? No Melbourne is awake now

We bring you 24 hours of livestreams at 9am in various timezones starting at 9am in
Melbourne which is 3pm April 8th, now in PDT (California). Then the last 5 hours
we will do live panels on an invited zoom session.

Join us to get the zoom invite for live and schedule updates for the on-demand
sessions.

Full schedule is here and this is where you can watch the streaming as it goes live
throughout the day.

Streaming Live On-Demand Sessions April 8th 3pm till April 9th 3pm PST

April 8th 3pm (9am Melbourne): Blockchain with Prof.Malka Halgamuge
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Join us to get the zoom invite for live and schedule updates for the on-demand
sessions.

Full schedule is here and this is where you can watch the streaming as it goes live
throughout the day.

Sessions Coming Up - Talks, Research Paper Readouts, CareerPivot Discussions
and more.

Just like the 4 Vs of data, we have variety, volume, veracity, and value in all our
sessions.
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Or Join us live tomorrow April 9th 10am to 3pm PT for panel
discussions and special sessions. Yashaswani is going to doing
a readout of her paper on making AI inclusive in Autonomous
Vehicles and show how to find dataset for research. All with

nocode!

Join us to get the zoom invite for live and schedule updates for the on-demand
sessions.

bit.ly/24in24AI
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64 · 47 Comments

Full schedule is here and this is where you can watch the streaming as it goes live
throughout the day.

And we are Live now! See you online!

About IoTDay and IoTDay Woman Annual Maraton

IoTDay is run by IoTDay.org with multiple events around the globe on April 9th each
year initiated by Rob Van Kranenberg.

Roxy Stimpson, an engineering leader from Seattle and Technology Futurist Sudha
Jamthe have hosted this as IoT Day Woman event for the past 4 years as an all
women led speaker series of global womxn on a theme related to IoT, Data and AI. 
This year's theme is AI Research with research paper readouts and lessons on AI and
panel discussions from 24 women in 24 hours, 14 of those to be recorded and
streamed at 9am in the speaker's timezone and 10 women joining us live on a set of
panel discussions about Research 101, Making AI Inclusive and, solving problems
with AI and career path of a Research Fellow. 

The audience is global technology enthusiasts, typically Product Managers, UX
Designers and several roles involved with the AI In technology industry with an
occasional lawyer and several AI Ethicists. We may get some young engineers and
AI Researchers but I do not expect that to be the predominant audience.

See last year's schedule, recordings and speakers and come signup to join this year's
IoTDay Woman #24in24AI here. 

----
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Sudha Jamthe

Yashaswini Viswanath is presenting her session on "Datasets for Research" walking
over two of her #research papers #live at #weeklwed now.

2 Likes

2mo

Lisa Abeyta

Thank you for creating this incredible space that uplifts incredible women. It was quite
inspiring.

2mo

Sudha Jamthe

good discussion on "outcome based research" #24in24 #IoTDay
1 Like

2mo

Sudha Jamthe

Pamela Gupta joins the last panel of our #24in24AI #IoTDay marathon
1 Like

2mo

Sudha Jamthe

"“If you donʼt work on important problems, itʼs not likely that youʼll do important work.”
— Richard Hamming" quote drove Dr. Chitra Dorai into her #Careerpivot journey our
next panel "Life as an An Researcher" She became an IBM Fellow and is not an en-
trepreneur

2 Likes

2mo
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#Livepanel #live #24in24AI #IoTDay streaming now

https://www.linkedin.com/video/live/urn:li:ugcPost:6918625678087110656/
2 Likes

2mo

Sudha Jamthe

Here is Usha Jagannathan, PhD's paper #AIEthics #FEAT model McKinsey & Company
https://medium.com/digital-mckinsey/using-the-feat-approach-to-avoid-biased-ai-
f86471bf9d5b

3 Likes

2mo

Usha Jagannathan, PhD

Thank you Sudha Jamthe for referencing my article here and inviting me to be
on two of the panels today #iotday! You are full of positivity empowering tal-
ented women & men every step of the way with your expertise & knowledge
sharing. Huge shout out to Roxy Stimpson, Yashaswini Viswanath, Susanna R.,
Dr. Chitra Dorai, Lisa Abeyta, Pamela Gupta, Sam Wigglesworth and to the rest
of the incredible fellow speakers those who joined the World IoT day! Great in-
sights and amazing takeaways from all 24 women in today's session! ❤  💃

2 Likes

2mo
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Lisa Abeyta's talk "kindness for urban planning" from this morning set the stage for
our #live panel that is streaming #live now in case you missed it.

https://businessschoolofai.teachable.com/courses/iotdaycamps/lectures/39276331
1 Like

2mo
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Others also viewed
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Lisa Abeyta, Usha Jagannathan, PhD panel on "Solving Problems with AI" interesting
discussion moderated by Susanna R.

2 Likes

2mo

Yashaswini Viswanath

Streaming at:
https://www.linkedin.com/video/live/urn:li:ugcPost:6918625678087110656/

2 Likes

2mo
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Towards AI Transparency: Four Pillars Required to Build Trust in Artificial

Intelligence Systems
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